G2N CHALLENGES KIDS OF ALL AGES TO BE ACTIVE, CREATIVE AND SKILLFUL. YOU CAN CALL IT WARRIOR, PARKOUR OR NINJA...WE CALL IT FUN!!
• Strong enough for adults, adaptable enough for children, and unique enough for Ninjas
• Built of high quality steel providing strength and durability
• Powder coated for durable clean appearance
• Conveniently mounts to the wall and folds out in minutes
• Individual (2 piece) units occupy 10’ X 10’ area with 12 different mounting heights for attachments
• Additional sections add challenges 10 square feet at a time
• Multiple attachments are easy to hang, adjust, or remove
• Rung pads included for safety
CREATE YOUR OWN OBSTACLE COURSES WITH MULTIPLE OPTIONS

EASILY ADJUST THE HEIGHT, LOCATION, AND SPACING FOR NEW CHALLENGES FOR EVERY CLASS

• Rings
• Ropes & rope steps
• Cargo Net
• Monkey bars
• Floating Plank
• Ring Trainer
• Rockwall
G2N offers a comprehensive curriculum that incorporates fundamental gymnastics concepts with physical fitness competencies.

The 8 week curriculum offers a turn key program to facilities. It comes with detailed weekly written lesson plans as well as training videos for the staff to ensure consistency within the program.

**THE G2N CURRICULUM TEACHES KIDS:**
- STRENGTH
- ENDURANCE
- BALANCE
- FLEXIBILITY
- SKILL DEVELOPMENT
- FUN

**THE G2N CURRICULUM OFFERS FACILITIES:**
- Turn key program for the staff
- An additional profit center
- A program that helps with member retention
**G2N WARP WALL**

- 405-055

- Made with 18oz vinyl and polyethylene foam for durability and easy cleaning
- Anti-skid material keeps the shapes from moving on the floor or when stacked
- Without the use of hook fasteners G2N obstacles are easier and faster to move around when changing up the course

---

**G2N BARRIER**

- 409-572 - 2 PIECES
- 409-568 - 3 PIECES
- 409-563 - 4 PIECES

- Available in 3 different configurations
- No attachments make the barrier easy to break down
- Made with 18oz vinyl and polyethylene foam for durability and easy cleaning
- Anti-skid material keeps the shapes from moving on the floor or when stacked

---

**G2N SMALL OCTAROCK**

- 480-313

---

**G2N MEDIUM OCTAROCK**

- 480-314

---

**G2N LARGE OCTAROCK**

- 480-315
DON’T FALTER WITH THE G2N BALANCE SERIES.

G2N ROCKERTABLE
405-130

G2N BALANCE BOARD
405-131

G2N SLANTED STEPS
480-309 EACH
480-310 SET OF 4

• Buy individually or as a set of 4

• Balance series items are made with high quality steel and/or Skidguard wood panels

JUMP, DART, TIPTOE OR WANDER YOUR WAY ACROSS THESE OBSTACLES, BUT DON’T FALL OFF!
CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN NINJA COURSES WITH AAI®’S G2N PACKAGE OR INDIVIDUAL PIECES
I used AAI in my gymnastics career, and now I’m happy to support their G2N line which extends into the next phase of my life with American Ninja Warrior.

– Jonathan Horton  “The Olympic Ninja”

Locate a dealer near you, visit aaigymstore.com/g2n